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Stress Fluctuations for Continuously Sheared Granular Materials
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Experiments on continuously sheared granular materials (glass spheres) with diameters1.0 # d #

5 mm show large fluctuations in the normal stress,sstd. Experiments are carried out in an annular
Couette geometry for rotation rates0.003 , Ùu , 1 radys. Power spectra fromsstd, Psvd, show rate
invariance in the fluctuations:ÙuPsvd is a function only ofvy Ùu, independent ofÙu. ÙuPsvd depends
relatively weakly ond. The distributions of stressesrs are similar to recent predictions for static
arrays, but the width ofrs varies only weakly withd, suggesting stronger spatial correlation effects
than expected from theory. [S0031-9007(96)01367-1]

PACS numbers: 46.10.+z, 47.20.–k
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Granular materials exhibit a large and often poorly u
derstood set of dynamical states, ranging from rapi
moving dilute flows to slowly deforming dense ones [1
4]. These materials are key to a number of important te
nologies [5]. An increased understanding of these syst
could provide insight into other related phenomena, incl
ing such geophysical processes as earthquakes, avalan
and dune formation, as well as such manmade phenom
as traffic flow or gridlock. Many recent studies of granu
materials have focused on the dilute regime, for instance
rapidly shaken systems [3]. However, the dense gran
materials considered here, which are particularly comm
because gravity and dissipation causes granular mate
to coalesce, are also poorly understood at a fundame
level.

A large literature exists, dating to the time of Coulom
[2,6–8], which deals with continuum models for den
granular materials. These models attempt to capture
mean local properties of the material. Modern versio
typically assume elastoplastic behavior which mea
roughly speaking, that under normal stress,s, very little
deformation occurs unless the shear stress is strong en
to cause large scale frictional slipping, leading to irreve
ible changes in grain configurations. These mod
imply rate independence: a uniform rescaling of the str
rates leaves the stresses unchanged. Continuum m
in general tacitly assume that there are length sc
above which fluctuations are negligible. However, to o
knowledge, this assumption has not been justified, an
is this point which the present experiments address.

On the microscale of a few grain diameters, partic
in a dense granular material form disordered frozen s
tial configurations, which suggests that force fluctuatio
should be short range. However, the application of str
to a granular system leads to stress chains. These ar
proximately linearly aligned sets of grains which carry d
proportionally large amounts of the total force [9], and c
extend over many grain diameters (inset of Fig. 1, or
Liu et al. [10] or Behringer [11]). The statistical and dy
namical properties of these chains are only beginning
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be understood [12]. Several recent experiments [13,
suggest that inhomogeneities and fluctuations play an
portant role in the time evolution of dense granular flow
and stress chains likely play an important part in this co
plexity. Moreover, in such flows, individual grains mov
relatively slowly, so that the rapid temporal averaging
stresses which occurs in Newtonian fluids does not ta
place.

Recently, Coppersmithet al. [10] have developed a
new model (the “q model”) and carried out experiment
to characterize the statistical properties of static str
distributions. Theq model can be envisaged in a simp
2D case as a regular packing of disks supported fr
below. Vertical forces are transmitted from a disk (diskA)
to its two supporting neighbors below. The two supporti
disks carry a random fraction (q and1 2 q) of the other
vertical forces (gravity, forces from disks above) on di

FIG. 1. Typical time series for the normal stress as a funct
of time, for d  4 mm and Ùuys2pd  20 mHz. The data are
normalized by the dc stress which we measure in the absenc
shearing. The horizontal line indicates the mean. Inset: str
chains visualized by photoelasticity. Brighter disks are subj
to larger stresses than darker disks.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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A. This model predicts that the distribution of forces
individual grains in a static array subject to gravity sho
vary asrf  f21

0 s fyf0d2 exps2fyf0d in 3D. This model
is of considerable interest because it provides new ins
into the propagation and fluctuation of stresses in gran
materials. The present experiments involve dynam
vector forces rather than static ones, so theq model should
be considered here as a useful guide.

The present work takes a quantitative step towards
derstanding spatiotemporal fluctuations for a dense slo
evolving granular system. By varying the grain size a
the height of the layer, we can test for spatial averag
of the fluctuations. By measuring time series at relativ
high sampling rates, we can look for the dynamics of
fluctuations.

Our apparatus is shown in the inset of Fig. 2; an
nular gap contains the granular material (approxima
monodisperse glass spheres with diameters1.0 # d #

5 mm). A rotating upper ring of widthw  2.5 cm and
mean diameterD  35.6 cm provides continuous shea
ing. The mass,M  8.1 kg, of the ring and attached stru
ture is supported by the granular material.M is always
greater than the mass of the granular material, whic
between 0.44 and 1.8 kg. The shearing ring rotates
a shaft and precision bearing which allows free vert
displacement. We vary the height of the layer betw
1.0 # h # 4.1 cm. To guarantee that the particles are
tually sheared, we glue a layer of particles to the shea
ring. The smooth curved sidewalls and smooth flat b
of the annulus remain at rest. We measure the abs
normal stress at the bottom of the layer with a capaci
pressure stress transducer incorporated into an ac br
similar to that used by Baxteret al. [14]. The calibrated
transducer is flush with the inside of the base, and cent

FIG. 2. Representative spectra ford  2 mm. The rotations
rates, Ùu (normalized by2p) of the shearing ring are noted
the upper corner. At highv, the spectra vary asv22, and
more weakly withv at low v. Inset: schematic of vertica
cross section of the apparatus.
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radially in the annulus. It has an active area of circul
cross section (area 0.8 cm2), and a frequency response
which is flat up to about 2 kHz. A dc motor and drive
assembly provide torque to rotate the shearing ring. W
also measureu, the angular displacement of the ring, b
means of a three-turn resistive potentiometer that ha
rubber wheel on its axis making frictional contact with th
shearing ring. We measure as a function of time (a) the
pacitance of the stress transducer, (b) the resistance of
pot, and (c) the current from the fixed-voltage drive moto
Both the power provided by the motor andÙu show only
small temporal variations compared to fluctuations in th
normal stress at the bottom of the layer. Hence, to a re
sonable approximation, the measurements are carried
at constant torque. In all runs, we first determine the
bridge setting corresponding to an empty cell without th
shear ring or spheres in place. We fill the cell by pourin
in an approximately monodisperse sample of glass sphe
which we level. We then place the shearing ring on to
of the sample and measure the resulting stress,sdc, which
provides a typical value about which major stress vari
tions may occur during the shearing process. Althou
we cannot see more than the top row of spheres during
experiment, the typical behavior for this type of flow con
sists of a shear layer near the ring such that grains near
top are in motion and slide over lower grains which rema
at rest.

One of the most notable features of these data is t
extremely large scale fluctuations occur, as in Fig.
which shows data forsstdysdc. Note thatsstd can have
fluctuation events which are an order of magnitude grea
than sdc. The implications are significant: specifically
localized time-dependent stresses can be very large—
larger than the mean, which is indicated by the horizon
line.

Figure 2 shows typical power spectra,Psvd, obtained
from sstd (in dimensioned stress units). For a givenÙu,
the spectra vary as1yv2 at large v. At low v, the
spectra become flatter, with a typical variationPsvd ~

v2a with a . 0.6. The time series and spectra ar
somewhat similar to molecular dynamics calculations b
Savage [15]. An interesting question is the dependen
of the spectra on the shearing rate,Ùu. To the extent
that the shearing occurs slowly compared to the collecti
relaxation rate of the system, we would expect, at lea
on average, rate invariance if time is scaled byÙu. (An
analogy is an old-fashioned record whose content, if not
aesthetic properties, do not depend on the playing speed
not-too-fast rates.) For a rate-independent process,ÙuPsvd
should depend only onvy Ùu. Figure 3, which shows two
examples of data for 1.5 and 4 mm particles in scal
form, indicates very clear rate scaling of the spectra ov
several orders of magnitude inÙu. This rate independence
is an interesting and novel feature, since it applies
the fluctuatingcomponent of the stress rather than to th
meanproperties which are modeled by continuum theorie
3111
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FIG. 3. Scaled power,ÙuPsvy Ùud, vs scaled frequency,vy Ùu,
for d  1.5 and 4 mm, demonstrating rate independence. T
scaled spectra for different grain sizes are similar over
parameter ranges considered here, except perhaps at lowv.

An inspection of these scaled spectra, Fig. 3, shows
they do not depend strongly on particle size. An obvio
question is what is the physical process associated with
change in exponent ofÙuPsvy Ùud? One natural frequenc
scale is associated with the time for the flowing lay
to move by a grain diameter,vd , R Ùuyd, where R is
the radius of the shear ring. Ford  2 mm, vdy Ùu .
100, which is the approximate location of the crossov
frequencyvc. This suggests thatvc might vary asd21.
Although there is a trend forvc to decrease with increasin
d, the variation does not appear, within the scatter, to b
strong asvc ~ d21, and there is also clearh dependence
in vc. Hence, the details which control this feature w
require additional investigation.

The time-varying force at the transducer can be view
as a measure of forces for an ensemble of different arra
ments of the grains (e.g., Edwards and Oakshot and M
[16]) which are continuously being stirred by the shear
process. As long as the observation time is sufficien
long, the ensemble should be well sampled, and a st
tical approach justified. Hence,rs , a distribution of the
stresses from the present experiments, without regar
time, might resemble the predictions of theq model [10].
Figure 4 shows that this is at least approximately the ca
In this figure, we present representative examples ofrs

vs s. For most cases,r is reasonably well described b
rssd  Ass 2 soffsetd2 expf2ss 2 soffsetdys0g, where
soffset may account for small shifts in the zero of stres
Interestingly, the distributions for the largest particle
d  4 and 5 mm are qualitatively least like theq model,
although they do fall off at larges more or less expo-
nentially. (Distributions ford  5 mm are qualitatively
similar to those ford  4 mm, and are not shown.)

An important point concerns the variations of stress d
tributions with d and h. In particular, as we change th
particle diameter from 1.0 to 5 mm, the ratio of the tran
3112
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FIG. 4. Distributions fors, normalized by the mean stres
ksl, for different grain sizes but comparable rotation rates.
small positive quantity has been added to ther’s in order to
keep the logarithm finite. The circles indicate least squares
to the formr  Ass 2 soffsetd2 exps2sys0d, as suggested by
the analysis of Coppersmithet al. [10]. The data ford  4
and 5 mm did not fit well to the model because of the relative
sharp rise for smalls.

ducer area to the particle cross section changes from 10
4. This is roughly representative of the number of grai
in contact with the transducer surface at one time. W
might expect that the averaging effect of many grains f
the smaller particles would lead to smaller fluctuation
The effectiveness of the averaging on reducing the flu
tuations will depend on the horizontal spatial correlatio
of the forces due to individual particles which act co
lectively on the transducer. For instance, ifN grains in
the plane of the transducer each have an independent
tribution rf  f21

0 s fyf0d2 exps2fyf0d (in the q model,
such grains are statistically uncorrelated) then the d
tribution for their collective forceF is rF  f f0s3N 2

1d!g21sFyf0d3N21 exps2Fyf0d. Matching to the effect of
changing the particle size at fixed detector area in the
periment requires that the mean forceF̄ from the parti-
cles be constant. (This last condition is more compl
in practice, because some of the normal load is suppor
by friction between the grains and vertical walls.) The
f0  F̄y3N , and the variance forrF is F̄s3Nd21y2. This
would imply roughly a fivefold variation in the width of the
distributions for particle sizes ranging from 1.0 to 5 mm
By contrast, the width of the experimental distributions d
not show such a strong variation with particle size, ev
though the qualitative shapes of the distributions chan
with d. This suggests that correlation effects not presen
theq model are important. More specifically, data for th
varianceS2 ; kss 2 s̄d2l (to be presented elsewhere) d
not show any obvious systematic dependence on part
size, on height of the granular layerh, or on Ùu. [Constancy
with respect toÙu is, in fact, another indication of rate inde
pendence, sinceS2 

R
Psvd dv 

R
ÙuPsvd dsvy Ùud.]
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Interestingly, the distributions are most like theq model
when the number of particles in contact with the transdu
is relatively large. It is important to note, however, that t
q model was not constructed to describe the dynamic
evolving vector forces present in this experiment.

The apparent lack of dependence ofS2 on d and h
suggests a picture in which a significant fraction of t
force is carried by chains of length,h. At least for large
F, the distribution of forces delivered to the transduc
would then be determined by a small number of str
chains between the transducer and the shearing ring,
not the total number of grains contacting the transduce

To conclude, we have shown that force fluctuations
temporally evolving dense granular materials can be q
large on local spatial scales and can occur over a br
range of time scales. Notably, the spectra for the str
show rate independence. More broadly, the scaled spe
are similar for all particle sizes and fill heights consider
here, except perhaps at the lowest scaled frequencies.
distribution of stresses is similar to recent predictions
static force distributions. However, the width of the for
distributions shows little systematic variation with partic
size, at least on the scales which we have achieve
these experiments. This suggests that fluctuational eff
may be of real significance in the design of practic
granular flow devices.

Several caveats apply, however. Although we find t
the variance is at best weakly dependent ond, andh, we
can vary bothd andh by only a factor of 4 to 5. Hence
the long range scaling behavior of the fluctuations rema
an open question. However, in this regard, stress ch
in static experiments can easily be as long as102 grains
[11]. The role of the boundaries in this type of syste
is not well understood, and additional investigation is
order. Because detectors of the type used here are
uniformly sensitive to force over their surfaces (i.e., t
response falls off near the detector edge) some detai
the stress distributions may change with the detector. T
is unlikely to perturb the rate independence we obse
however.
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